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Introduction to Playing Online

Why Play Roulette Online?

Having access to a casino from the comfort of your own home means you don’t have to
travel to play and win at roulette. Because many of the online casinos offer the more
favorable single-zero versions of the game, it is much easier to find a superior version of
roulette online than in many land-based casinos.

Besides the convenience of online roulette play, a huge reason to play online is
profitability.  Using our approach to roulette means that you can quickly amass large
profits playing online.

Because online games are much faster than games in real casinos, your profit per hour of
play will be much higher when playing online.  While 50 to 60 rounds of play an hour
would be an average rate of play in a land-based casino, speeds of 200, 300 or even 400
rounds of play per hour are the norm in online casinos.

With convenience and high profitability possible, you have two strong reasons to become
an online roulette player using Gambling’s Secret Formula.

Whether you are an experienced roulette player or a novice, this book will help you
determine how to get started playing roulette online.

Your Computer

While you can play blackjack online from a variety of computers, the following are the
minimum specifications you need for most online casinos:

•  PC compatible computer

•  Windows 98/2000/Millenium/XP operating system

•  Pentium 200 MHz microprocessor

•  32 MB RAM



•  16-Bit color video card (800 x 600 resolution set)

•  30 MB hard drive

Better yet, here are the optimum specs for fast and comfortable online play:

•  PC-compatible computer

•  Windows 98/2000/Millenium/XP operating system

•  Pentium 350 MHz microprocessor or higher

•  64 MB RAM (256 MB is even better)

•  32-Bit color video card (800 x 600 resolution set)

•  Sound Blaster AWE 32-bit sound card or better

In addition, you will want to download the latest versions of Macromedia Flash
(www.macromedia.com/software/flashplayer/) and Shockwave
(http://sdc.shockwave.com/shockwave/download.cgi?/), as well as Sun Microsystem’s
Java (http://Java.sun.com)

http://www.macromedia.com/software/flashplayer/
http://sdc.shockwave.com/shockwave/download.cgi?/)
http://java.sun.com/


Internet Connection

Most online casinos state that you can play with a 56.6bps modem.  This is akin to a Las
Vegas casino telling players in Los Angeles that they can ride over on their mountain
bikes.  While this is technically true, it is really not the recommended way to go.

I use a cable modem, and I will never go back to a dial-up connection.  With today’s
graphics heavy pages requiring longer and longer to load, you owe it to yourself to have a
high-speed Internet connection to play online.

Downloading and Installing Software

We will cover additional issues about whether to download or not in the next chapter.  As
a practical matter, many online casinos require that you download their software to play,
so that whether to download the software or not is not really an issue.  In many cases, you
have to download the casino’s software in order to play.

Most of our recommended casinos offer downloadable software.  A notable exception is
Bodog.com, which allows free play in your browser window and is a great place to
practice Gambling’s Secret Formula.

Most online casinos are not a bit shy about offering you the option to download their
software.  Many times a download button will be flashing in your face.  Click it.  You’ll
probably get a list of terms and conditions before you download the software.  Go ahead
and read it.  Once you pick a software family for play, such as Realtime Gaming or
Microgaming, you will find that the casinos in each family have similar terms and
conditions.

Some online casinos will ask for your email address.  If you want to avoid any possibility
of compromising your personal email address I recommend that you sign up for a free
email address at hotmail.com or yahoo.com.  It is not a good idea to use your email
address at work for your online gambling email address.



Before you start the downloading process, you should create a folder for your
downloaded software.  You might want to set up a folder called Downloads on your C
drive as C:\downloads.

After going through these steps, you will run into a pop-up box on your computer screen
offering the choices of: Run, Save and Cancel.  Choose Save to download the software.

After choosing the save option, another window will appear asking you where you wish
to save the program.  Save it to the folder set up for your downloads, such as
C:\downloads.

Be sure to write down the name of the folder and the program so that you can find it later.
Double click My Computer.  Select your C drive and click the Save button.  Your
download will begin. This may take some time if you are using a dial-up connection.

Once the download is completed, the window will tell you that it is finished or some
similar message.  Now the program is on your computer, but it is not yet installed.  Click
on the Start button on the lower-lefthand side of your computer screen, choose Run, and
enter the folder and software name for the downloaded program.

A screen will pop-up.  You will need to follow the instructions to install it. Since it is in
the casino’s best interest that this process go smoothly, you shouldn’t have much trouble.
Usually the program will put a shortcut for launching the game on your desktop or in
your Start menu under Programs.  Remember this whenever you want to start the game.

Playing in Practice Mode
Virtually every casino listed in this toolkit offers you the ability to practice before you
deposit any money.  If you should ever run into a casino not allowing this feature, don’t
play there, as being allowed to practice before you pay is an important aspect of
becoming a consistent winner.



If a casino asks for a credit card or other payment information before allowing you to
download or play, don’t play there.  There are plenty of other casinos to choose from.

Some casinos offer their free games in browser windows.  To play in “practice mode”
you must have an Internet connection and be online.  With a cable modem this is not an
issue as you should be online every time you turn on your computer.



How to Play Roulette

The History of Roulette
Emerging in the European casinos of the late 17th and 18th centuries, Roulette is widely
believed to be the oldest casino game still in existence. The word roulette means "Small
wheel" and is the target of much speculation and controversy in terms of its precise
origins. According to some gaming experts Roulette was created in China and brought to
Europe by Dominican monks. But a mounting pile of evidence supports the theory that
the Romans created Roulette. According to archeological studies the Romans would turn
their chariot wheels on their sides and use them as gaming wheels. But the story that is
perhaps most popular involves the French mathematician Blaise Pascal. As the legend
goes, Pascal was in the process of trying to build a perpetual motion machine, when he
suddenly figured that his spinning wheels and ball bearings could be used as a random
number generator, and thus used in a game of chance. At that time a game called "roly-
poly" was already popular. This game featured a spinning ball and horizontal wheel, and
is now seen as a strong contender for the predecessor of modern roulette.

The first modern roulette table appeared in Paris in 1796, and later in 1842, Francois and
Louis Blanc added the "0" to the roulette wheel to increase house odds. According to a
Parisian legend Francois Blanc learned the secrets of roulette by signing his soul away to
the Devil. This is supported mainly because the numbers of the roulette wheel add up to
"666". It was around this time that roulette took the form of the roulette we know today;
the familiar elements were already there - the numbered layout of pockets 1-36 with
alternating red and black colors, green 0, and green 00. The 0 was actually red in color
and the 00 black, and the rules were the same. Eventually these colors would be changed
to green to avoid further confusion on color bets.

The Blancs moved to Germany and set up a gambling house there when gambling was
banned in France, and later it was banned in Germany. It probably would have stayed an
outlawed activity in Germany were it not for Charles III. The Prince of Monaco was



looking for a way to relieve the financial problems that was plaguing his land, so he
charged Louis Blanc with setting up Monaco's first casino. The casino became an instant
sensation with the people of Monaco, and was quickly adopted as a game enjoyed by the
glamorous and the wealthy. Eventually the game was also played by common folk in less
upper class establishments.

Roulette moved to America in the early 1800's, due to the flood of Europeans to New
Orleans and Louisiana. It suffered a drop in popularity during its first few decades in
north America manly due to greedy casino owners who raised the house edge to unfair
heights. After a while the game resurfaced with more reasonable house advantages in the
west and it gradually moved from there to the rest of the country.
Roulette had a relatively broad sweeping appeal in America up until World War II.
During this time Americans were less interested in gaming, and when they did gamble
they turned to blackjack, which was widely believed to have the most beatable odds.
After the war and the subsequent Las Vegas boom, Roulette became one of the post
popular and most infamous gambling games of all time.

How to Play Online Roulette (Taken From Caribbean Gold
Casino)
One of the things that makes Roulette such an incredibly entertaining and popular game
is its plethora of betting options. And on top of the dynamic game play, Caribbean Gold
Roulette also sports one of the most generous and forthcoming bonuses that you'll find
online.

Roulette is played by dripping a small metal ball into a spinning wheel that has numbers
and colors indicating odd or even. You make bets based on where you think the ball is
going to land, and when the wheel comes to a stop and the ball lands on a number, you
win if you bet on the number!

On the Roulette board is a series of specially marked numbers and boxes. When you want
to place a bet all you have to do is left click the mouse button until you have deposited



the desired number of chips, to reduce the number of chips all you have to do is right
click. Then press the SPIN button to begin the game.

If the number falls with in the range of any one of your bets then you have won.

Bets in Caribbean Gold Roulette

Inside Bets or Straight Bets
A bet on a single number.

Split Bet or Two Number Bet
To bet on the ball landing on any two numbers, place your chips on the line between two
numbers.

Street Bet or Three Number Bet
Three numbers in a row with one bet. To make this bet place your chip in the outside line
of the row you want to bet on.

Corner or Square Bet
Place your chip in the center of four numbers and if one of these numbers comes up you
win.

The Six Numbers Bet
Allows you to bet on two rows of three numbers. Place your chip in between the outside
line of the last numbers of the two rows.

Outside Bets / Any Red or Black
These bets divide the roulette table into red and black. The bet is on either a black or red
number coming up and is placed on either the red or black diamond. If 0 comes up the bet
loses.



Any Low Number or High Number Bet
These bets divide the roulette table into the numbers 1 - 18 and 19 - 36. The bet is on
either a number from 1 to 18 or from 19 to 36 coming up and is placed on either the 1 to
18 or 19 to 36 rectangle. If 0 comes up the bet loses.

Any Even or Odd Bet
These bets divide the roulette table into even and odd. The bet is on either an even or odd
number coming up and is placed on either the even or odd rectangle. If 0 comes up the
bet loses.

The Dozens Bet
These bets divide the roulette table into the numbers 1-12, 13-24, and 25-36. The bet is
on either a number from 1 to 12 or from 13 to 24 or from 25 to 36 coming up and is
placed on the 1st 12, 2nd 12, or 3rd 12 rectangle.

Column Bets
These bets divide the roulette table into columns of 12 numbers. The bet is on any one of
the three columns and is placed at the end of the column on the 2 to 1 rectangle.



Even-Money Roulette Wagers

Roulette is easy to learn, and a wide variety of wagers can be made.  There are several
different versions of the game.  In each version the numbers in the game, with a color
associated with each number, are printed on the spinning wheel.  The outcome of each spin
is decided when a ball, rotating in the opposite direction of the spinning wheel, in a groove
circumnavigating the wheel, comes to rest.  The French version of the game has numbers 1
to 36, plus a zero.  The American version of the game also features numbers 1 to 36, but has
both a zero and a double zero.  The zeros give the casino the house edge in this game.

There are six different spots on the table where even-money bets can be made.  You can
wager that either a number from 1-18 or a number from 19-36 will show.  You can wager
that the roulette ball will land on either an odd or an even number.  And, since each number
has either the color red or black associated with it, you can wager that the next spin of the
wheel will show either a red or black color.

The house gains its edge over all roulette bets by virtue of the zeros.  With the American
version and its two zeros, with any even-money bet you are wagering that 18 out of 38
events will occur on the next spin.  If the casino was offering true odds, you would be able
to wager that 18 out of 36 possible outcomes would occur on the next spin, for true odds of
18/36 or 1/2.  Instead, the casino keeps all wagers if either a single or a double zero shows,
so that when you make an even-money wager you are really facing odds of 18/38 or 0.4737.

If you are wagering for either red or black to appear, the house edge on an American wheel
can be calculated as follows:

Odds for a Red Number 18/36       = 0.4737
Odds for a Black Number 18/36   = 0.4747
Probability of either number showing 0.9474



House Edge 0.0526
All Outcomes 1.0000

With the French wheel, the elimination of the double zero reduces the house edge to 2.70%
for all inside wagers.  However, on the outside or even-money wagers, the house edge is
reduced even more.  Under French rules, all outside or even-money bets are frozen until the
next spin if a zero shows.  The French place these bets en prison until the next spin.  For
even-money bets that win on the next spin, the bets are returned; for those that lose, the
casino takes the wager.  A second option is also offered.  With le partage (sharing), one-half
of an even-money bet may be surrendered when a zero shows.  In the land-based British
casinos, only le partage is allowed.

With either the en prison or le partage rules in force, the house edge drops to 1.38% for
even-money wagers.

Most Internet casinos use American double zero wheels with the higher house edge.  When I
first started playing against Internet roulette, I would only play at the few e-casinos offering
single zero roulette.  Most of these casinos ignored the en prison and le partage rules so that
I was still facing a house edge of 2.70%.  However, I eventually developed a system which
was so effective that I tried it against the double zero wheels as well.  My results almost defy
logic.  My winning rate is almost as good playing against the double zero as it is against the
single zero wheels.  I hesitate to advise you to play against the higher house edge on the
double zero wheels, yet my experience dictates otherwise.  I have decided to present the
results of my testing and Internet play and let you make up your own mind.  While it is
obviously better to play a game with a lower house edge, I have had very good results
against the double zero wheels.  After you have been successful against the single zero
wheels, you very well may wish to try your luck against the theoretically tougher double
zero wheels.

Even though there are many bets possible in roulette, with wagers on single numbers paying
35 to 1, and combination wagers on numbers offering various higher payoffs, in the Internet



casinos, we will only make wagers on the betting spots located on the outside of the roulette
layout.  There are three different even-money bets, which as the name implies, pay 1 to 1:

• You can place a high-low bet to cover the numbers 1-18 (low) or 19-36 (high).

• If you like colors, which I prefer, you can bet on red or black by placing
your bet on either of these spots on the layout.

• If you want to try your hand at wagering whether an odd or even number
will show, then you can wager on either spot.  The zero and double zero are
not included as odd or even numbers.

There are a number of ways we could go about wagering in the roulette game, only making
even-money wagers.  We could wager a flat amount each time, such as $10 for every wager.
We could vary our wagers according to some predetermined pattern.  We could increase our
wagers following losses.  Or we might decide to only increase our wagers following a win.

Regardless of how we decide to determine the amount wagered each time, we still have to
decide where to place our wager.  If we decide to play the colors, wagering either red or
black each spin, how do we decide which color to place our money on?  We could just pick
one color and continue to bet it.  Or we could watch for patterns.  We might try betting the
same as the previous outcome.  Or we might even bet the opposite of the previous outcome.

These are the kinds of decisions which all gamblers have to make and which have so
intrigued roulette players.  We have decided to only risk our money on even-money wagers
to reduce the variability of our bankroll; now we must decide how to manage both the size
and placement of the wagers.

Let's assume that we deposit $500 with the Bodog Casino, which offers a 10% bonus after
we have wagered at least $500.  Now we are faced with the decision of how we wager.  This
casino allows wagers from $1 to $200.  We could make $1 wagers, which could drag out a



session for quite a time.  If we are impatient, we could just wager the maximum of $200 and
meet the casino's minimum wagering requirements in about one minute.  I think you can see
the drawbacks of either approach.  If our wagers are too small, we will spend hours and
hours just making $500 worth of wagers.  If I had to put it ten hours to win a $50 bonus, I
would be making only $5 an hour — not exactly a major incentive to spend much time in
the virtual casinos.

On the other hand, making large wagers will wreak havoc on our bankroll.  Say we decide
to wager $100 a bet.  While three consecutive wins will put us $300 ahead, what will happen
if we lose three times in a row?  We'd be in deep you know what, wouldn't we?

Our major objective in any case is not to just put in time to try to capture as much as
possible of the e-casino's bonus.  We want to use a system which will give us the greatest
possible chance of winning outright, while keeping our risk to a manageable level.

We will want to use a betting system or scheme which will win a high percentage of the
time and keep our losses to a small level.  I have found that guessing what to wager and
where to make the wager can lead to disastrous results.  If you approach Internet wagering
as a profitable second income, you will have to do better than just wagering whatever
amount you feel like.  You will have to have a wagering system with which you feel
confident enough in that you can use it without hesitation.

On more than a single occasion, I have been known to wake up in the middle of the night
and spend an hour or two gambling on the Internet.  By having a set routine, including an
exact game plan on how I will go about wagering, I can successfully play and win even if I
am still groggy from sleep.

The criteria I have used to develop a successful winning Internet roulette system addresses
all of the following objectives:



1.  The system should only wager on even-money bets to reduce the variability of the
outcomes.  Out of personal preference, I invariably wager only on red and black in roulette.

2.  The gaming system must win a high percentage of time.  After all, we are not interested
in really gambling on the Internet.  We are interesting in pursuing a mathematical edge the
e-casinos have seen fit to offer us and to separate the casino from its money in the simplest
and most pleasant way (for us) possible.

3.  The system must define exact amounts for each wager.  We don't have the time or
inclination to think of original betting schemes each time we play.  We want to use an
approach which is proven to work and is easy to use.

4.  Losses must be absolutely controlled.  By controlling our losses, we can reduce the risk
to our bankroll.  The result?  We will have much greater predictability in the outcomes of
our gambling.

5.  Our system must tell us how to bet.  If you have to somehow reason (or guess) whether
to bet on red or black after each wheel spin, you will become one very frustrated player, and
you may even end up losing a game where you are favored to win.  If you have to make the
decision of how to wager every time, you are much more likely to become emotionally
involved in the game.  Emotions spell disaster in playing against the Internet casinos.  Don't
believe me?  What if you have been using your best intuition to decide on each wager.  You
have just lost eight bets in a row.  You decide to change the way you select bets and place
that ninth bet using your new approach.  It promptly loses too.  How are you going to feel?
Frustrated, to say the least, maybe angry, perhaps depressed.  You don't have to put yourself
in this position.  It is far better to use a system which tells you exactly where to make each
wager.

The way I have approached the roulette game, as well as craps and baccarat for that matter,
is to develop a mechanical strategy which precisely defines exactly what you must do



regardless of the outcome of any wager.  This approach takes the emotion out of winning
and losing and provides for much more consistent results.

There are many ways to decide on the size of a wager in any casino game, and all betting
methods boil down to three major categories:

1.  You can increase the amount of a wager following a losing bet, or several losing bets,
and reduce it following wins.

2.  You can increase the size of your wager after a win and reduce it after a losing wager.

3.  You can bet the same amount each time, regardless of the outcome of previous wagers.
This is called flat betting.

I have extensively tested each of these approaches, and the most effective strategy for
producing consistent wins is to increase the size of wagers moderately after losses.

In general, gambling systems which advocate raising wagers after losses may be extremely
hazardous to your bankroll.  Such systems tend to produce numerous small wins with an
occasional large loss which wipes out all of the previous winnings.  This high winnings rate
will lure a player into a sense of complacency, like a sheep being led to the slaughter.

The most common system for increasing wagers after losses is the Martingale, sometimes
called the double-up system.  This system is easy to use, produces numerous small wins and
occasionally causes huge losses.

A Martingale system for a $5 bettor would consist of the following wagers:  5 10 20 40 80
160 320.  If you used this system, you would start out making $5 wagers on one of the
roulette colors, say red.  So long as your $5 wager continued to win you would continue to
wager the same amount of $5.  However, following a loss, you would double your wager
and continuing doubling your wager after each loss until you had a win.  Most of time you



would win your betting series.  However, occasionally you would lose six consecutive bets
and  be  called on  to  wager  $320.   At this point,  you would  have lost  $315 on the current
betting sequence and you would have to risk $320 in order to win a net $5.  If you won the
wager, you would have been up $5 for the series.  But if you lost this wager, you would
have lost a total of $635, wiping out hours of small wins.

If the Martingale series could be extended for two more wagers, we would have a betting
series of:  5 10 20 40 80 160 320 640 1280.  This series would improve your odds of
winning somewhat as you would have to lose nine consecutive wagers to lose the series.
However, you would now be risking $2,555 in a betting sequence where your win would be
$5.

Casinos are well aware of the Martingale system, and they impose house limits on the size
of the largest wager allowed so that a player could not, even if he were so inclined, continue
to double each successive wager until he eventually won.

There are a couple of problems with the Martingale betting strategy.  First, it risks too much
in comparison to the amount which may be won.  A $320 wager to win $5 or worse yet, a
$1,280 wager risked to win only $5, is not a reasonable risk.

The second problem with the system is that betting limits imposed by both land and e-
casinos thwart the system.

Increasing your wagers after winning bets has the advantage that you will never be called on
to wager larger and larger amounts to win a relatively small amount.  However, increasing
wagers after wins has a large disadvantage in that when you do have a losing wager, the
amount lost will be large and may cost you all of your previous winnings in the betting
series.



With an "increase your wager after a loss" approach you only have to win a small number of
your wagers to win.  If you elect to use the "increase your bet following a win" method, you
have to win a majority of your wagers to have an overall win.

Many players throw up their hands at either of the above approaches and simply wager the
same amount on each bet.  This approach serves to prolong games and requires that you win
a majority of your wagers to show a profit.

I have developed a betting series which utilizes the advantages of increasing wagers after
loses, and eliminates a great deal of the risk in following this procedure.

Let's consider a series of wagers structured as follows: 5 10 20 40 50 75 100 150.  To play a
game using this betting series would require a bankroll of $450 (the total of all the wagers in
the series).  This is the betting series I use for $500 deposits in e-casinos.   Let me show you
how it works.

I will start out wagering $5 on one of the even-money colors.  So long as my wagers
continue to win, I continue to wager $5.  However, once I have a loss, I increase my bet one
level to $10.  If this bet wins, I drop my next wager back to the first bet of $5. Assume that
we lose four bets in a row.  Our wagers would have been for $5, $10, $20 and $40.  At this
point we would have lost $75.  Our next wager will be for $50.  At this point we have a win,
but we are still $25 in the red for this betting sequence.  For our next wager we drop back
just one level and make a $40 wager.  If we win this wager, we drop back two levels for the
following wager, and bet $10.

Our rules for using the I-Betting Series are:

1.  Always start a betting series at the lowest level wager.  This would be a $5 wager for the
betting series used in this example.



2.  If a wager loses, the following bet will be for the amount one level higher in the betting
series.

3.  If a wager wins, the next wager will be for the amount one level lower in the betting
series.

4.  If two consecutive wagers win, or if two out of three bets win, the next wager is for the
amount two levels lower.

5.  If we lose the highest wager in the betting series, we are finished playing for that session.

Notice that it requires two wins to make up for our losses in this sequence.  This is a
compromise, as the Martingale betting scheme will produce a net win for a betting sequence
after any single win.

However this "I-Betting Series" ("I" stands for Internet) is very effective.  It produces a high
level of wins when is it coupled with an effective way of selecting where to make the next
wager.  I'll cover bet selection in the next few pages; however, for now we'll look at the
betting series some more.

The following table compares the results of flat betting, doubling your wager after a win,
and using the I-Betting Series.  It is assumed that the players wager only on Red and that in
the eight spins of the wheel red and black show an equal number of times.



Comparison of Betting Strategies
Wagering "Red" in Roulette
Outcomes:  r = red, b = black

1 2 3 4 5 6 7 8 Total

Outcomes b b r b r b r r 4r, 4b

Flat Bets -10 -10 +10 -10 +10 -10 +10 -10 -0-

Increase
after Win

-10 -10 +10 -20 +10 -20 +10 +20 -10

I-Series - 5 -10 +20 -10 +20 -5 +10 +5 +25

With the Flat betting strategy, the player bets $10 on each spin and wins four and loses four,
for a net win of zero.   The player increasing his wagers after wins does even worse.  After
losing wagers 1 and 2 he has a win on wager number 3.  He raises his bet to $20 for the
fourth wager and loses.  His bet is reduced back to $10 for wager 5 and he has another win.
He raises his wager again for bet 6 and loses another $20 wager.  Finally, he puts together a
winning series on wagers 7 and 8.  But he ends up with a net loss of $10 for the series.  This
is typical of betting strategies calling for increasing wagers following wins.

Using the I-Betting Series, we lose wager 1 for $5 and raise our bet to $10 for the second
bet.  This wager also loses, so our next wager is for $20.  This bet wins and we drop our bet
down to $10 for wager 4.  Since this bet loses, we go back to a $20 bet for wager 5.  This bet
wins.  Since we have won two out of three bets, we reduce our next bet to $5, which loses.
We are back up to $10 for wager 7 which wins.  Wager 8 is for $5 and it also wins, giving
us a net win for the series of $25.

It is instructive to look at the average size of the wagers made for each betting
strategy.  With flat betting we only wagered $10, so our average wager was $10.  By
increasing our bets following losses we wagered a total of $110, and our average wager



increased to $13.75.  With the I-Betting Strategy, we wagered a total of $85 and our average
bet was for $10.63.  Using this strategy we only wagered slightly more, on the average, than
the flat bettor and we had a much higher return.

Controlling the amount wagered while maximizing winnings is the essence of the I-
Betting Strategy.   This betting strategy reduces your wager as rapidly as possible, while
allowing for large enough wagers that you will gain an advantage from successive wins.

Using the I-Betting Strategy is not limited to making $5 the minimum wager for the
betting series.  It can be used just as well by players making $1 minimum wagers or betting
$25 as their minimum.  The following table shows several different betting series.



The correct way to use one of these betting series is to pick one which matches your
deposit and the casino's betting limits.  If you only wish to deposit $100, then the only
betting series you can use is the first one, with a $1 minimum bet and total wagers of $90.
However, be careful if you use one of the smaller betting series.  Make sure that the e-casino
you pick allows $1 minimum bets on outside wagers at roulette.  If the casino you want to
play in has a $2 minimum bet requirement, then you should deposit approximately $200 and
use the second betting series with a $2 minimum wager.

                           I-Betting Series

1 2 3 4 5 6 7 8 Total

1 2 4 8 10 15 20 30    90

2 4 8 16 20 30 40 60   180

5 10 20 40 50 75 100 150   450

10 20 40 80 100 150 200 300   900

25 50 100 200 250 375 500 750 2,250

Because it works in almost every situation, I like to use the third betting series with a
$5 minimum wager.   To use this series, you should deposit at least $450 with the casino.  I
usually deposit amounts starting with $500, varying my deposit by casino so that I can more
easily match the deposits with credit card charges later.  My deposits to ten different e-
casinos might look like:



E-casino Initial Deposit

Casino A $505

Casino B $510

Casino C $515

Casino D $520

Casino E $525

Casino F $530

Casino G $535

Casino H $540

Casino I $545

You will be able to use the I-Betting Strategy with great effectiveness against
electronic roulette.  However, using a good betting series only resolves part of our problem
in betting.  We still need to have a way to select where we place our wagers.

There are many ways you can bet on red and black in roulette:

1.  You can bet only on one color.  You may decide to select the color red and only bet on
red.  The drawback to this method is its lack of flexibility.  Roulette tends to be a very
streaky game.  By "streaky" I mean that long streaks of repeating outcomes are fairly
common.  A series of eight consecutive blacks are not that uncommon in roulette.  If your
strategy is to only bet red, you will be very frustrated when black is the only color which
shows.

2.  You can bet that the previous color will repeat.  This is very effective when the colors run
is trends, such as r r r r r r b b b b b r r.  However, if you hit a choppy pattern with decisions
alternating, such as r b r b r b r, you will lose every wager.  Alternating patterns of decisions
are not  uncommon  in  roulette.    My tests showed  that while  this  bet selection  method  is



superior to just betting one color, it ends up on the wrong side of runs of alternating
decisions too often to be reliable.

3.  You can wager that each decision will be the opposite of the previous decision.  On the
surface this has great appeal, but it encounters the same criticism as betting that the previous
decision will repeat.  Once you get on the wrong side of an alternating sequence of
decisions, you will lose every wager with this bet selection method.

4.  You can vary your bets to alternate between being the same as the previous decision and
the opposite of the previous decision.  This bet selection method has worked the best for me.
It will hold up against patterns of repeating decisions, such as r r r r r or b b b b b b, it works
well against alternating patterns, such as r b r b r b and it does very well against random
patterns such as r b r r b b r b b r b r r b.  We call this method of bet selection the R-Bet
Selection Method, where R stands for roulette.

The chart on the next page compares the strategy of alternating your wagers from
being the same as the previous decision to the opposite of the previous decision for a
number of different patterns of possible roulette decisions.

In each of these examples, we would start a pattern of betting by arbitrarily
considering the first wager to be the same as the previous decision (even though we would
have no previous decision when first starting a game), the next wager the opposite of the
previous decision, then back to betting the same as the previous decision and continuing the
pattern.   We also assumed that our first wager was always on red (r).  For these examples,
W = Win, L = lose and we use the 5 10 20 40 50 75 100 150 betting series.

In the first set of decisions, we faced a run of continuous red (r) decisions.  Our first
wager was r.  The outcome of the spin was r, so we bet black (b) on the next spin.  You can
see the results of our wagering.  Even though we missed each time we wagered on black, we
ended up winning $15 for the sequence.



The next series of outcomes assumes that only black (b) decisions occur.  Here we
lost our first two bets, but ended up making $15 for the series anyway.

In the third series of bets we face an alternating pattern of decisions.  We bet r for
our first wager and assume that this was the same as the previous decision (even though
there was no previous decision since we were just starting the game).  We won this wager as
the outcome was r.  Since the outcome was r and our next bet was to be the opposite of the
preceding one, we bet b and also won, as the outcome was b.  Alternating our selection
method again, we chose to bet the same as the previous decision and bet b to repeat.  We
lost this decision as r showed.  We continued this series of alternating outcomes and ended
up with winnings of $25.



Examples of Betting Sequences Using the R-Betting Pattern
S=Same as previous, O=Opposite of Previous, R=Red, B=Black, W=Win, L = Loss

Betting
Pattern

S O S O S O S O Net Won

Repeating Pattern

Outcome r r r r r r r r

Bet r b r b r b r b

Result W L W L W L W L

Money +5 -5 +10 -5 +10 -5 +10 -5 +15

Repeating Pattern

Outcome b b b b b b b b

Bet r r b r b r b r

Result L L W L W L W L

Money -5 -10 +20 -10 +20 -5 +10 -5 +15

Alternating Pattern

Outcome r b r b r b r b

Bet r b b b b b b b

Result W W L W L W L W

Money +5 +5 -5 +10 -5 +10 -5 +10 +25

Alternating Pattern

Outcome b r b r b r b r

Bet r r r r r r r r

Result L W L W L W L W

Money -5 +10 -5 +10 -5 +10 -5 _10 +20

Random Pattern

Outcome r b b r b b r b

Bet r b b rr r r b b

Result W W W W L L L W

Money +5 +5 +5 +5 -5 -10 -20 +40 +25



The fourth series is much like the third series, featuring alternating outcomes.  The
difference is that here the first decision was b, giving us a loss.  Nonetheless, the R-Betting
Method held up well and we ended up winning $20.

Our final series of decisions features a random pattern of outcomes, which is the
most common pattern of all.  Here we won five out of eight wagers and won $25.

You are probably wondering just what pattern can defeat the R-Betting Series.  The
nemesis of this bet selection method is the least common pattern in roulette, that of repeating
doublets.  This pattern looks like this:  rr bb rr bb and so on.  If it repeats long enough, we
can end up losing every wager and all of our bets in the series.

Fortunately, the loss of all of our wagers does not occur very frequently.  If you play
the e-casinos the way I will recommend, you should face a loss of all of your wagers no
more often than once every seven or eight Internet playing sessions.  I will show you some
actual results of my play so that you can judge just what impact this can have on your
winnings.

I first want to make sure that you thoroughly understand how to use the I-Betting
Series and the R-Betting Pattern.

For your reference, here is a summary of the rules for each aspect of this Internet
betting system.

The I-Betting Series Rules are:

1.  Always start a betting series at the lowest level wager.  This could be a $1, $5, $10 or
even a $25 wager, depending on the betting series selected.  The series selected should
always match the size of the deposit made and the minimum and maximum betting limits of
the e-casino.



2.  If a wager loses, the following bet will be for the amount one level higher in the betting
series.

3.  If a wager wins, the next wager will be one level lower than the winning bet.

4.  If two consecutive wagers win, or if two out of three bets win, the next wager will be for
the amount two levels lower in the series.

5.  If all of the wagers in the betting series are lost, the game is over.  It is time to record the
results of play and see what is going on in the real world.

The R-Bet Selection Method rules are:

1.  You will always alternate your bets from betting the same as the previous decision to the
opposite of the previous decision.

2.  I always assume that my first bet is the same as the previous decision.  You can do this or
assume the opposite.  How you start out doesn't really matter, what is important is that you
are consistent.

3.  If I lose my first wager, I usually repeat the same bet amount one more time before I start
raising my wager.  This helps prevent me from getting off to a bad start with a string of
losing bets.  Assume for example that I bet $5 on r and b shows.  Since I always assume that
my first bet is the same as the fictitious previous wager, I will repeat my $5 wager, this time
betting the opposite b, placing a $5 bet again on r.  Now I will continue the pattern of wagers
and bets regardless of the outcome of the second decision.  If b shows again and I lose this
wager, I will wager $10 on b (the same as the previous decision).  If I win this bet and an r
shows, then I will wager $5 on r to repeat.



4.  The appearance of a zero or double zero causes a problem when using this bet selection
method.  Since the zeros are neither red nor black, the system does not specifically have a
way of betting either the opposite or the same as the preceding decision.  This dilemma is
resolved by assuming that the zero represents a loss like any other loss caused by the
appearance of a red or black other than the one on which you have a wager.  Assume you
have been the opposite of the previous decision and have a wager on red.  A zero shows
causing a loss.  You will ignore the fact that the loss was caused by a zero and play as if the
color black had shown.  Since black was the assumed color, and the system calls for you to
bet the same as the previous decision, you will raise your wager one level and wager on
black for the next spin.  If you had been on red wagering "the same" then you would have
bet the opposite, or on red for the spin following the zero.

5.  You will need to keep track of whether you are betting the same or opposite while you
are wagering.  I usually do this in my head, repeating either "same" or "opposite" silently
while I play.  You may want to use some memory jogger, such as using a coin to represent
your current pattern.  Heads could mean you are wagering the same as the preceding
decision, while tails means you are betting the opposite.  If you chose this method of
tracking your pattern, you will need to remember to turn the coin over after each decision.
Considering that you will be using your keyboard to enter amounts, your mouse to make the
wagers and a calculator to record your bets, you may decide that turning a coin is too much
trouble.  The beauty of playing online is that you can play at your own pace.  No one will
hurry your play, and if you want to write down every play, you will have plenty of time to
do so.

Let's take a look at some of my actual results using this system against Single Zero
Roulette at several e-casinos.  The following table recaps eight online sessions playing
against the e-casinos.  You will notice that four e-casinos are represented here, described as
Casinos A, B, C and D.  I played two sessions at each of these casinos and these sessions
have been grouped together in the table; however, that is not the sequence in which they
were played.  My actual playing sequence was to play A for one session, B for a session,
then C  for  a  session, finally  playing at Casino D.   Then I started over.   These games took



place over the period of a week during which time I played several other sessions at other
casinos at different games.  I am stating all this so that you won't get the idea that my online
play was in the same order as the table.  I would play a roulette session at Casino A, then
play games of Baccarat at Casinos E, F, and G as well as craps at Casinos A, C, E and G.
For purposes of focusing only on roulette, I extracted just the roulette sessions and
rearranged the order so that sessions played at the same casino are grouped together.

The first column "Ref" is for reference.  The number refers to the session and the
letter to the casino.  The reference "2A" refers to the second playing session, which
happened to be played in Casino A.   The Deposit column shows the amount of each
deposit.  The Bonus column shows the amount of the bonus awarded by the casino.  The
Number of Decisions is the number of spins of the wheel.  The Amount Wagered is the total
amount of my wagers in each session.  The Win or Loss column shows the results of each
session.  Finally, the Cumulative Win column keeps a running total of my wins and losses
for these eight sessions.

You will notice that I varied the amount of my deposit with each casino to make it
easier to track these amounts on statements for my credit card company.  The Bonus
amounts were entered after I had played for awhile.  As the bonus amounts were added to
my casino cash, I added them to my winnings, or in one case, reduced my loss.

Let's follow the first session from start to finish.  I deposited $505 and played the
first session.  I stopped after 38 decisions with a win of $215.  At this point, I had wagered a
total of $460.  My stopping points are determined by how much I have won and the number
of decisions which have occurred.  I keep a running tab of this information on my calculator
so that I always know the amount wagered and the number of decisions which have
transpired.  As a general rule, I start looking for a stopping spot when the amount wagered is
greater than or equal to the amount deposited.  However, I try to stop after I have had
enough winning wagers that the next wager called for in the betting series is on the
first or second level.  Using the $5 series, these wagers would be
for $5 and $10.



Eight Single Zero Roulette Sessions
Using the Internet Roulette System

Ref Deposit Bonus
No of
Decisions

Amount
Wagered

Won or
Lost

Cumulative
Winnings

1A 505 50 38 460 +215 +215

2A 40 1035 +175 +390

3B 515 51 39 950 +181 +571

4B 23 880 -375 +196

5C 530 53 33 820 +228 +424

6C 41 1540 +175 +599

7D 508 50 51 855 +225 +824

8D 51 1145 +200 +1,024

Knowing when to quit is really a matter of feel.  If I have won 35% to 40% of my
original deposit, I start looking for a point to call the session finished.  If I have wagered
well over the amount deposited as I did in game 6C, I try to call the session over as soon as
my bets are back down to the lower levels of the betting series.  If a game starts to drag on, I
will call a session over as soon as possible after I have exceeded 50 decisions.

So, I use several triggers to call a session over:  my winnings, the amount wagered,
the number of plays made and where I am in the betting series.  In game 1A, I stopped short
of wagering the amount of my deposit, but because my winnings were so good I decided not
to tempt fate and I called the session over with a win of $215.



Session 2A was at the same casino.  I captured the bonus during this session, played
for 40 decisions and ended up with a win of $175.  This brought my total winnings in
Casino A up to $390.

Sessions 3B and 4B are interesting primarily because I lost session 4B.  With this
loss, my total loss at Casino B was $194.  What happened in this case is intriguing.  My
bankroll at Casino B was down to $193.  I withdrew $100 and left the $93 sitting there; I did
not play there anymore.  Within a month, the casino offered me a 20% bonus for more cash
deposited.  I deposited an additional $505, picked up an additional $100 bonus, and went on
to have two winning sessions.  By the time I cashed out, I ended up a net winner at Casino B
as well.

This series of games well illustrates the power of playing short sessions and quitting
while you are ahead.  My average winnings per session was $128, including the loss.
Without the loss I averaged just under $200 per winning session.

I won seven out of eight sessions, for a session winning rate of 87.5%.  It took 39.5
decisions on the average to complete a game and the average session took about 15 minutes
to play.  Since I completed eight sessions, averaging about 15 minutes each, my total
playing time in these e-casinos was about two hours.  I have to admit the pay was not bad
for two hours play.  I averaged winning $512 an hour.  However, if we add another 30
minutes per session, which is about the amount to time it took to get set up at the casino, do
all the record keeping, and contact the casinos as necessary, then we can figure it took a total
time of 45 minutes per session.  At this rate, eight sessions required a total time investment
of six hours and netted about $171 an hour for my efforts.

As a rule of thumb, I try to average winning at least $100 an hour from the e-casinos,
making $500 deposits and using the Internet playing strategy.



Please note that even though I ended up with nice winnings for this session, I did not
win at every casino in this series of sessions.   Below is summarized my net winnings or loss
per casino, which includes the bonuses:

Casino A +380

Casino B -194

Casino C +403

Casino D +425

After playing a considerable number of sessions against single zero games with
consistent winnings, I decided to play against some of the double zero games.  The table on
the next page shows the results of seven sessions played against the double zero wheels,
fighting the higher house edge of 5.26%.

I won six out of seven sessions, winning a total of $902. I had one losing session, for
a session winnings rate of 85.7%, slightly lower than my 87.5% average against the single
zero wheels. My average win per session was $128.85, slightly higher than the $128.00 I
averaged against the single zero wheels.  While my results look very comparable to the
results I achieved versus the single zero wheels, it was actually more difficult to win in the
double zero games.

The table on the following page compares several aspects of the single and double
zero games.  It required 316 decisions to complete the eight sessions against the single zero
games, as compared to 331 decisions to complete seven sessions at the double zero games.
The average number of decisions to finish a single zero session was 39.5 decisions, while
47.3 was the average number of decisions to complete a session versus the double zero
wheels.



             I wagered a total of $7,685 in the eight single zero sessions and $8,215 in the seven
double zero sessions.  The average amount wagered at the single zero games was $960 per
session, while the double zero games required $1,173 in total wagers.

 Seven Double Zero Roulette Sessions
Using the Internet Roulette System

Ref Deposit Bonus
No of
Decisions

Amount
Wagered

Won or
Lost

Cumulative
Winnings

1A 500 50 46 985 +195 +195

2A 49 915 +185 +380

3B 510 51 46 635 +256 +636

4B 48 615 +185 +821

5C 505 51 51 2160 +211 +1,032

6C 40 2035 -330 +702

7D 520 51 51 870 +200 +902

While I did not play enough games at the double zero roulette wheels to develop
enough information for a valid statistical comparison, I do want to make these observations:



Comparison of Single and Double Zero Sessions

Single
Zero
Sessions

Double
Zero
Sessions

Number of Sessions Played 7 8

Total Number of Decisions 316 331

Average Decisions per
Session

39.5 47.3

Total Wagered $7,685 $8,215

Average Amount Wagered
per Session $960 $1,173

The sessions against the double zero wheels felt more difficult than the sessions
played against single zero roulette because the sessions took longer.  It required almost eight
more decisions, on the average, to complete a session against the double zero wheels.  In
addition, a larger amount of money was risked on the average playing against the double
zero wheels.  While my average winnings per session were almost identical ($128 per single
zero session, versus $128.85 per double zero session) I have to conclude that the double zero
sessions were riskier because they took longer and required a higher dollar amount of
wagers.

Another way to look at this is to compute my return per dollar wagered.  For the
single zero sessions I won a total of $1,024 with $7,685 wagered, for a return of 13.33% of
my wagers.  In the double zero games, I won $902, while risking $8,215 in wagers, for a
return of 10.98% of my wagers  I think this comparison may shed the most light on the
relative risk of the two different games.  While I found my results against the double zero
wheels quite acceptable, I am nonetheless apprehensive that fighting the additional house
edge could take a bite out of my winnings should I continue play against the double zero
wheels.  Incidentally, none of the single zero wheels allowed either the en prison or le



partage rules, so that the single zero game odds were 2.70% as compared to 5.26% for the
double zero wheels.
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